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Reply in brief to the Defence White Paper Community Consultation report:  
“Looking over the horizon: Australians consider defence” 
 
This report is extremely disappointing. MAPW and other organisations took seriously the offer to 
make a submission, and our members put considerable time into making considered and well-
researched comments to this 2008 consultation.  
 
At best, the report could be described as military and weapons industry “spin”. At worst it is very 
misleading. 
 
Views supporting sustained or increased military spending are highlighted. Views or evidence 
suggesting decreased spending, or promoting peace-making and diplomatic resolution of conflict, 
are buried in the report or ignored.   
 
Of particular concern with the “consultation” process were the following 
aspects : 

 
• Organisations’ submissions were not recognised  

In the Appendix, organisational submissions are listed as submissions from individuals. The 
Medical Association for Prevention of War and the International Campaign to Abolish Nuclear 
Weapons are among many groups that made submissions that are listed under the names of their 
principal author. 
 

• Additional consultations were representative of vested interests 
The panel reports (page 6) that it hosted more in-depth discussions at private meetings. Industry 
groups from the defence industry were invited to hold private discussions. Civil society and faith 
organisations with expertise on peaceful resolution of conflict were not. No justification is given for 
holding consultations in private as as part of a community consultation, 
 

• Civil society input was downplayed and dismissed 
The report notes (page 9) that:“A few people called for Australia to exert pressure on the US to 
abandon its nuclear capabilities”. The MAPW submission – from an organisation representing 600 
health care professionals – was among many written or oral submissions raising Australia’s role in 
facilitating nuclear war. It is completely misleading to represent these submissions as “a few 
people”. 
 
The Panel appears to consciously disregard the views of civil society organisations, noting (page 6) 
that a few meetings were: 

“dominated by more committed interest groups.  . . . While these views are acknowledged in 
this report, the Panel was concerned to evaluate the extent to which such views were 
representative of the broader community. To do that, the Panel referred to ongoing surveys 
of the Australian community’s attitudes to Defence.” 
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The review quotes as above – but does not give any reference or link to – these surveys on 
community attitudes.  
 
One can only wonder why the term “interest group” was applied to organisations concerned with 
the direction of Australia’s military policies, and not to weapons manufacturers who were treated to 
private meetings with the panel. 
 
The well-attended Melbourne consultation heard from both individuals and from many civil society 
groups, from churches to reservists. Organisation attending to speak were there to express policies 
reflecting their members’ views; but the wording “committed interest groups” appears to dismiss 
their value. 
 
In addition, an anecdote told by the chair Mr Loosely at a media doorstop with the minister on April 
15 includes a disgraceful and patronising put-down of anti-war activists, calling into question his 
appropriateness as chair of any community consultation.  
 
The report tells us that: 
• There is ongoing concern about weapons of mass destruction, especially nuclear weapons 
• Many people want the Department of Defence to reduce its environmental impact 
• There was little discussion about terrorism 
• Support for increased military spending has dropped from 75% to 30% since 2000. 
• There is concern about the climate change being a precursor of armed conflict 
 

Misrepresentation and omissions 
 
Views on the US Alliance 
The Key Findings (p. 10) note that:  “Most Australians continue to support the Alliance with the 
United States”. 
 
This wording is misleading as it does not reflect the many reservations expressed regarding the 
Alliance.   
 
The report (p. 9) notes that “various ind ividuals and groups opposed certain aspects of the Alliance” 
Those aspects listed do not include MAPW’s critique of our reliance on nuclear weapons through 
this Alliance (also detailed in the submission of ICAN, the International Campaign to Abolish 
Nuclear Weapons). 
 
Role of the armed forces 
 
The report (page 11) notes that: 

Many participants advocated a more holistic approach to our international relationships 
and an increased emphasis on pursuing diplomatic rather than military solutions. 

 
This was the view of many who spoke at the Melbourne consultation. The possible UN role in 
peacekeeping was detailed in the MAPW submission. However this major area of discussion is not 
included in the Key Findings 
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Military budget 
It appears that submissions on the size of the Defence budget overwhelmingly called for spending 
to be reduced (page 27). However this is presented dismissively as: 

“Explicit comments on the size of the Defence budget were dominated by interest groups 
and form letters opposed to military activity.” 

 
Therefore it seems that groups with no vested interest in the size of our military budget are 
dismissed, while companies with a lot to gain financially appear to be taken seriously.   
 
The report quotes commissioned research (of which no details are provided) which finds that 
support for increased expenditure has fallen from 75% to 30%, between 2000 and June 2008.  
 
This is reported in the key findings as: “There was overall, less support for increasing that 
[existing] level of funding”.  
 
“Overall, less” does seem rather an understatement for a drop in public support from 75% to 30%.   
 
Australian industry 
This section of the report does not distinguish – or consciously confuses – local industry supplying 
the Australian forces; and Australia’s export arms industry. 
 
It nowhere mentions the critique in MAPW and other submissions, of Australia’s role in promoting 
the global arms trade, and its effect on health and security. 
 
Similarly the report does not mention that MAPW was among those who called into question the 
appropriateness and apparent conflict of interest of Mr Loosely, as director of a major overseas-
owned Australian arms manufacturer, in chairing this consultation.   
 
Delay in publication 
The report is dated December 2008, with the report having been provided to the Minister on 11 
November. Curiously, it was not released until 15 April. MAPW has not yet been notified of its 
release.  
 


